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Summary
In a distributed user modelling scenario the shift to Web 2.0 leads to the idea that the quality, the
trustworthiness and the correctness of statements about users can be judged by the so called “wisdom of the
crowds”. In a distributed user model scenario, the quality of the user model data can vary and make
decisions based on user models especially difficult. The idea of this deliverable is to enrich the user models
with quality ratings to support the trust-idea of the Semantic Web approach as well as a social computing
approach to improve the user models. We present the design of a rating system for GrappleStatements as
well as the design of a reputation system for information providers.
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1

Introduction

In a distributed user modelling scenario the shift to Web 2.0 leads to the idea that the quality, the
trustworthiness and the correctness of statements about users can be judged by the so called “wisdom of the
crowds”. In a distributed user model scenario, the quality of the user model data can vary and make
decisions based on user models especially difficult. The idea of this small deliverable is to enrich the user
models with quality ratings to support the trust-idea of the Semantic Web approach as well as a social
computing approach to improve the user models. The integration into the rest of the GRAPPLE system is
simply realized by including the ratings into the basic information unit, namely the GrappleStatements.
This deliverable consists of a design of extensions to the D6.1a/b services, taking into account that different
(parts of) distributed user models must be rated differently, which leads to ranking of the reliability of user
model values. The implementation will include technical documentation. The implementation will follow in
deliverable (D6.2b).

2 Related Work
In this section, we briefly discuss several approaches that are related to rating, trust, and reputation systems
on the Web.
In general, a rating is the subjective evaluation or assessment of something, in terms of quality, quantity, or
some combination of both. Most rating systems centre around rating content, often user-contributed content
and they frequently help apply community values and acclaim to that content. Users can rate a service by
using positive/neutral/negative values (e.g. eBay rating system), 5-point scales (e.g. using stars), or 10-point
scales.
In [5], there are three important elements of a good rating system: granularity, distinction, and a statistical
basis. With granularity it means that the users have more options such that the users a greater ability to
differentiate their ratings. For example, 5-scale rating that allows half-points (e.g. 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, ..., 5.0) gives
the user more options for expressing their ratings compared to the one without half-points (e.g. 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5). Further, a problem that could occur when a user gives ratings is inconsistency in his/her ratings over
time. If a user rates everything low for a while, and then rates everything high, then he/she has a greater
chance of biasing the overall rating pool. Worse, his/her individual ratings aren't meaningful, because, for
example, we cannot look at two items, see that one is a "6" and another is an "8", and truly believe that the
user likes the "8" a fair amount more than the "6". Therefore, the criteria of the ratings have to be distinct in
order to help the users to stay consistent and give more meaningful ratings. The following is an example of
distinct rating systems with 5-scale rating for a game.


5 – Excellent game. Always want to play.



4 – Good game. I like to play.



3 – Average game, slightly boring, take it or leave it.



2 – Bad game, likely won't play this again although could be convinced.



1 – Extremely annoying game, won't play this ever again

Finally, a good rating system should be statistically sound. This means that the average of all given ratings of
a certain item should be meaningful to the users. Of course, the best way to make the ratings statistically
sound is with volume. By having, for example, thousands of ratings for an item, any anomalies are going to
become noise. One way to compute the average ratings that are statistically sound is by applying Bayesian
average. The idea behind a Bayesian average is to normalize ratings by pushing them toward the average
rating for an item.

2.1

Collective Election Systems

Collaborative rating seen under the social Web 2.0 community approach, points towards collective election
systems. The long history of collective election systems continues today in the World Wide Web. According
to Allen and Appelcline [6], in particular people of the western culture appreciate a high participation in
election processes. The reason for this syndrome is the belief that the fairest result can be achieved if a
great diversity of people takes part in the election process.
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In the course of time, three distinct kinds of election systems evolved, which differ in the intended results:
subjects should either make a choice between objects or tell their opinion about objects or compare different
objects.
So-called selection systems allow the target-oriented selection between several elements. Selection systems
include representative systems and consultative systems, both of which are political election systems. In
representative systems, the election is performed through a delegate (representative) like in the republican
election system. Consultative systems constitute the real idea of democracy because the election is done by
direct ballot with a decision by majority. A variant of the consultative systems is formed by the consensus
systems (e.g. the Westminster system), in which the power of the masses is stronger than the one of an
individual; thus, the ”tyranny of the majority” can be avoided.
A subcategory of the selective systems is built by opinion systems, which mainly act as an indicator of how
people have decided in an election or how they will decide in the near future. That is, these systems
constitute surveys before an election or first projections during an election.
The third type of election systems is comparison systems, which support the measurement of individual
elements among themselves. They can be divided into three categories: comparing ranking systems, which
are mainly objective and classify participants of a competition; comparing rating systems, which mix up
objective and subjective opinions and are used to especially rate entities (e.g. the product rating system of
Amazon.com); reputation systems mix up objective and subjective opinions as well, but are rather used to
rate persons that things.

2.2

Rating Systems

This section describes the concept of rating systems in general as well as different criteria that are essential
for a good rating system by means of eBay’s rating system as an example
The online auction house eBay was one of the first web sites to make use of rating systems in an extensive
way. Their rating system was considered as innovation in the field of e-commerce and should be used to
determine the trustworthiness of the users by providing facilities to give a positive, negative, or neutral
feedback for each transaction. The feedback score is calculated as the number of unique positive feedback
minus the number of unique negative feedback. Unique feedback means that repeated ratings performed by
the same user in the same week are excluded. The positive feedback score is calculated by dividing the
number of positive feedback ratings by the total number of feedback ratings obtained, resulting in a
percentage value.
Additionally, the user can add an arbitrary textual description of the transaction rating.
As almost all ratings given by eBay users are positive, however, the feedback scores have a very large
expressiveness because they do not tell much more than how many transactions have been performed by
the respective member.
Allen and Appelcline investigated several rating systems [6], among others also the one of eBay. They
defined the following criteria that are essential for the quality of a rating system:
•

A rating system has to be granular. Statistics show that people tend to ignore the lower part of the
scale of rating systems. Consequently, the decimal places of mean feedback scores are of decisive
importance. The rounding of mean scores or the simplification of ratings to a “thumbs up” or “thumbs
down” would be the wrong strategy.

•

One major issue with rating systems is the one of inconsistent ratings performed by the user. If a
user expresses the same opinion in two different rating processes with two distinct ratings, the
feedback statistic is influenced. That’s why the user should be supported to remain consistent by
creating clearly defined meaning which feedback value corresponds to which opinion of the object.
The larger the rating scale is the larger is the risk that the user gets confused.

•

Rating systems must be statistically reliable. The best way to realize this is to collect a large number
of ratings. If there are only a few unique ratings for an object, the risk of an unreliable overall rating
increases. The more ratings are performed for an object, the smaller is the effect of outliers.
Optimally, one should assign a smaller significance to objects with very few ratings.

Integrated user model rating and reputation system
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•

If users rate each other, there is a high risk that there are almost only positive ratings. The reason for
this effect is that users are afraid of getting a negative rating in revenge for a negative feedback.
That’s why rating system should not be bilateral.

•

User ratings should have a concrete usage within a web site. One possibility to achieve this is to
display rankings, in which the best and the worst rated objects can be investigated.

•

A clear user interface is essential for a rating system as bad designed, confusing graphical user
interfaces discourage the user; thus, the quality of the ratings can suffer.

Although being part of eBay’s success story, Allen and Appelcline pointed out that the rating system of eBay
in its early version shows the following weaknesses:
•
•
•
•
•

It is not granular because it only supports the three choices of positive, neutral and negative
feedback.
There are no clear guidelines which user behaviour should result in which rating.
The rating system is statistically not reliable. The rating only depicts a rough amount of performed
transactions rather than a real, subjective measure for the trustworthiness of the user.
As the users rate each other, they hesitate to give negative feedback because they are afraid of
getting a negative rating in revenge.
The rating system basically does not have significance because there is no possibility to exclude
users with a low rating score from auctions, for instance.

In May 2007, eBay introduced a reworked version of the rating system [11]. The so-called detailed rating
makes it possible to rate further aspects of a transaction rather than only providing the three categories
positive, neutral and negative. Using the following questions, the transparency of the auction platform shall
be increased:
1. Was the item delivered as described?
2. How would you rate the communication with the seller?
3. How long took the shipping time?
4. Were the shipping and handling charges adequate?
Using the new five-star rating system, users can give detailed statements within these additional rating
dimensions. The mean value of these rating categories is shown in the user profile, among the standard
feedback score.

2.3

Trust & Reputation

In the real world, a group of users provides ratings for items (in our case, also the information providers,
apart from the GrappleStatements, see Section 3.1). However, not all of users who rate the information
provider are trustworthy. Hence, the reputation of this group of users has to be determined. Note that not all
given ratings are fair, reliable, and trustworthy. Reputation is the opinion (more technically, a social
evaluation) of the public toward a person, a group of people, an organization, or an information source.
Reputation systems are often useful in large online communities in which users may frequently have the
opportunity to interact with users with whom they have no prior experience or in communities where user
generated content is posted. In many cases, reputation is used to establish trust. The past interactions or
performance of an information source captured in its reputation are combined to assess its future behaviour.
Once the reputation is determined, trust can be established
Zhang and Cohen [18] proposed a method to determine trustworthiness of advisors - users who provides
ratings for the information provider. Note that the existence of malicious advisors is discussed in [19]. This
method determines the trustworthiness of advisors by computing and combining two values: private and
public reputation values. The private reputation of an advisor is based on ratings that are given by the
advisors to information providers with whom the user has already had some experience. The intuitions is that
if the advisor is reputable and has similar preferences as the user, then the ratings given by the user and
advisor are likely similar. The public reputation value is important in the case of lacking private knowledge
about the advisor. This reputation value is based on the advisor’s ratings of all information providers in the
system. The combination of the weighted private and public reputation values can be used to represent the
trustworthiness of the advisor. The weight is significance in specifying the reliability of reputation values. For
Integrated user model rating and reputation system
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example, the user who relies on private reputation value will give more weight to private reputation value and
consider less the public reputation value.
In [19], Richardson et al. also addressed the problem of possibly unfair or unreliable ratings. The approach in
[19] provides a means of merging trust that is robust to noise and emphasizes on personalized trust. One
interesting feature of this approach is the propagation of trust through users’ network. Note that this
approach is described as a generalization of PageRank [20] to the Semantic Web. In this approach, a user is
required to build his/her Web of Trust, a small set of users whom he/she trusts. Based on this Web of Trust,
the trust values of all other users are composed. Then, the trust value of an information provider is derived
and computed using some aggregation functions along each possible chain of trust from the user to the
information provider. The result of this computation is not agglomerate “trustworthiness” of each user.
Instead, each user receives a personalized set of trusts, which may vary widely from person to person.
Furthermore, the domain of knowledge (context) can be considered while computing the trust of information
provider. Ding et al. [21] addressed this issue and elaborated on several types of trust: domain expert trust
(trust in an agent’s domain knowledge), recommendation expert trust (trust in an agent’s ability to refer other
agents), similar trusting trust (two agents having similar trust in other agents), and similar cited trust (two
agents being similarly trusted by other agents). This context consideration is also supported by Bizer and
Oldakowski [22]. In [22], Buzer and Oldakowski made several claims: (1) any statements contained in the
Semantic Web must be considered as claims rather than facts until trust can be established, (2) it is too
much of a burden to provide trust information that is current, (3) context-based trust matters, and (4) it is
possible to use “content-based trust” using common sense rules of the world to make a trust decision.

3 Design of the Rating System
After the literature survey in the related work, we decided to introduce a distinct five-scale rating model
because the most prominent and most effective social web pages and related work implement such a fivescale rating. We take the path of the wisdom of the crowds. Now we have to look closer at questions that
meet the ideas of the GRAPPLE scenarios.

3.1

What can be rated in GRAPPLE?

First of all, the basic unit of the GRAPPLE user modelling framework GUMF is subject to be rated: the so
called GrappleStatement, as defined and introduced in deliverable D6.1a:

Definition 1: A GrappleStatement is defined as an information unit, maybe enriched with meta-data about it.

The final syntactical representations of GrappleStatements are defined in deliverable D2.1 and described in
D7.2 in a Semantic Web language. For this deliverable D6.2a), it is only of importance that we can treat each
GrappleStatement as a resource, which means each statement can be referenced by a unique identifier.
Examples of such GrappleStatements in pure textual form are:
S1 := Mary likes chemistry
S4 := Mary prefers learning style A to learning style B
S7 := Mary is colour-blind
S8 := Peter likes mathematics
S9 := Peter is a good Java programmer (claimed by Mary)
S10 := Peter knows the concept of object oriented programming (learned with the AHA! system)
S12 := Peter knows the Theorem of Pythagoras (learned with Moodle, last year)
S13 := Mary does not like chemistry very much (claimed by Peter, yesterday)

These examples as shown above refer to pure statements (S1-S8) and statements with metadata
information (S9-S13). An interesting conflict holds between S1 and S13: both claim opposite values about
Integrated user model rating and reputation system
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Mary’s interest in chemistry. The whole motivation of this work package task D6.2 is to allow everybody, or
selected people, to “rate” statements, in order to compare them and in order find out the truth, or better in
terms of Web 2.0: the wisdom of the crowds.

Now the question arises, what part of the statement should be rated? Since the GrappleStatements consist
of a main part and a meta part, both can be the subject to the rating. Interesting dimensions are for example:
•

Actuality of the (main part) information

•

Correctness of the (main part) information

•

Trustworthiness of the information (influenced by meta parts like “creator of the statement”)

The second subject that could be rated directly – apart from GrappleStatements – is the creator of the
statements, the so-called information provider directly. This will be discussed in Chapter 4 under the topic of
“Trust and Reputation”.

3.2

Who is allowed to rate in GRAPPLE?

According to [23], peer production is gaining acceptance for the creation of structured knowledge and
semantic metadata. Peer production refers to a web-based model of production where a large number of
contributors work on a common project.
In this deliverable, we propose rating-based incentive mechanisms to assure the quality of structured
knowledge created collaboratively. Users review contributions created by other users and LMSs and rate
them according to the quality perceived. To motivate users to contribute to the community, we reward them
with points according to the extent and quality of their contributions. We compute the quality of contributions,
in turn, based on their ratings.
The weight of the rating can be adjusted according to who is rating. This leads to the question:

Who should we allow in GRAPPLE to rate statements and the information provider? Possible candidates are
for example:
•

The creator (can be everybody)

•

The described person (user/student)

•

The peer of the described person

•

The teacher/tutor of the student

Everybody, in Web 2.0 terms: “the crowd”. For sure, for most situations, we will allow the creator, the
described person and the teacher of the student to rate statements. For testing purposes, we will allow the
peer and the crowd in some selected situations to rate statements. A clear discussion about “who is allowed
to read and to rate which student information” in form of GrappleStatements has to be undertaken as soon
as the second years prototype is running and the issue can be discussed with concrete scenarios.
Before we can come up with a decent weight system, we have to gain a clear understanding of the different
roles in relation to rating. We expect that this weight system will not be domain independent. Thus, we plan
to solve this issue in deliverable D6.2b, once we have implemented the rating module and once we have
received domain dependently rated GrappleStatements.

3.3

Design of the Database Schema

The proposed rating system is a 5-scale rating, storing user ratings in a relational database table as RDFtriples (s-p-o), whereas s denotes the ID of a statement to rate, p the predicate (IS..rated) and o (object) a
digit between 1 (bad) and 5 (very good). Further information to store will be the Dublin Core dimensions for
creator, date of creation and possibly the user’s individual rating history, which can be provided as comma
separated list that contains digits 1-5 in order of their appearance. The following figure depicts this table at
the example of a statement rating.
Integrated user model rating and reputation system
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Figure 1: Instantiated Database Schema for Testing Basic Ratings

From the user-statement relations of this table the average rating will be computed by adding up all the
users’ ratings for a certain statement divided by the number of users as it can be counted from the table.
Moreover, to save computing power, the result of the averaging process and the total number of ratings will
be stored for every statement individually in another database table. In order to identify the related statement
the statementID from Figure 1 is applied. As soon as a user submits a rating, or changes a previous rating,
the average value and – if necessary – the number of raters will be updated. Due to this strategy expensive
database requests resulting from the averaging process can be reduced to submitting ratings. Displaying
certain ratings occur much more frequent and can be accomplished by a less expensive select-request on
the pre-computed values.

3.4

Design of the User Interface

The main user interface will be an AJAX-based widget to enter and to display the individual as well as the
community rating of the GrappleStatements. This widget, see Figure 2, will be developed together with the
GVIZ component of WP 4.

Figure 2: User interface widget for a 5-scale rating

In the case of a fine-grained multi-dimension rating, a listing of independent dimensions as shown in Figure 3
can be used to allow for multi-dimension rating in one row.

Figure 3: Multi-dimension ration (in analogy to [4])

Of course, apart from this direct method to enter ratings via a user interface, we will allow to update a rating
via the standardized GRAPPLE web services, to be sent via the GRAPPLE event bus GEB.

4 Design of the Reputation System
4.1

Design of the Trust Model

The GRAPPLE Reputation System should be realized by a notion of “Trust in terms of reliability of the
information provider”.

Integrated user model rating and reputation system
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In the first prototype the level of trust can be set manually by the different information consumers, (to say, by
the LMSs using information from other LMSs, GRAPPLE or GALE) by choosing different decorations and
medals for the different information providers. In a second step, the trust of an information provider will be
computed by counting the number of excellent rated statements in the past. In this sense, the reputation
system will partly base on the results of the rating system of Chapter 3. A system's reputation comprises the
count of positive and negative ratings in that system's history. The concrete formula has to be set up
together with all LMS partners, as soon as the first critical amount of ratings has been collected.

4.2

Design of the Database Schema

The database schema for the first prototype will be pure RDF triples that realize the relations
| system A (as information consumer) | level of trust to | system B (as information provider) |
while the level of trust will be a symbolic value of the range “low – medium –high”.

4.3

Design of the User Interface

The design of the user interface will be aligned with the activities in WP4.5, our suggestions are the
following:
•

the three levels of trust that can be given to information provider by information consumer will be
represented by three different medals: “gold, silver, and copper” with red ribbons, as shown below.

•

on the other way round, the information provider can give reputation models to the information
consumers with blue ribbons, as shown below

This user interface works for the manually given medals as well as the rating-based calculated reputation
model.
We expect this medal-based rewarding system to motivate the different partners to provide high-quality user
model information to each other. If this turns out (after the first round of evaluations) not to work properly,
alternative rewarding ideas (like monetary models) have to be analyzed to ensure the exchange of user
model data among different GRAPPLE partners.

An issue that finally arises is the question how to integrate both, the rating and the reputation system, into
the rest of the GRAPPLE system. Here, the modular approach and especially the design decisions of the
basic information unit, namely the GrappleStatements, help a lot. We can simply include the ratings into the
metadata part of the GrappleStatements. By this means they are available to all GRAPPLE modules via the
GEB interface. The integration of the reputation system is a bit more complex, if a certain information
provider, in our case the different LMSs

5 Discussion & Summary
One major issue with structured knowledge built in a collaborative manner as given in GRAPPLE is the
assurance of high-quality user-generated content, especially because there is normally no central authority
giving instructions and controlling the content. The GrappleBroker can only control the syntactical
appearance of GrappleStatements, but not the semantic correctness. Apparently, special ways of controlling
the quality of newly created data like GRAPPLE statements are needed.
Integrated user model rating and reputation system
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In this deliverable, we discussed the important questions arising in this context:
• How can we ensure the generation and the control of high-quality content for our distributed TEL
system?
• How can we motivate members of our learner and LMS community to actively participate, to
contribute, and to ensure quality?

In a first step, realized already in the GrappleStatement definition in deliverable D6.1a, we store the identifier
of the creator who is responsible for the parts of the user models. By doing so, we are able to find out
whether a user or system constantly inserts low quality content.
In a second step, we introduce the community to participate in the quality ensures process of our data. For
this reason, we design a five-star rating system for GRAPPLE, with which users can rate the statements of
our user models.
In a third step, even more, it is important to make it possible to rate also the raters as proposed by Noy et al.
[24]. For that we have introduced and designed a reputation model.
The rewarding of users depending on the amount and the quality (determined via the ratings) of their
participation seems to be a promising approach. Users identified as very active and trustworthy participants
could be rewarded through GRAPPLE privileges (e.g. being promoted on the projects web site), for instance.

The concrete next steps in WP6.2 will be to implement and integrate the five-star rating system and to
implement and integrate the medal-based reputation system.
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